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A cryptocurrency is a form of digital

asset based on a network that is

distributed across a large number of

computers. This decentralized structure

allows them to exist outside the control

of governments and central authorities.

Introduction
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One of the most well-known uses of

cryptocurrency is for sending and

receiving payments at low cost and high

speed. Not to forget, the emergence of

digital token-based fundraising has

allowed anyone with an Internet

connection to become an investor in

innovative early-stage tech startups,

while at the same time providing new

startup ventures with much-needed seed

capital.

Cryptocurrency
use cases
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We present you the Blackberry Token, an automatic

yield-farming token on Binance Smart Chain with 8% tax.

This is the most profitable feature on this coin. For each

transaction, 4% will be delivered to holders wallet and

another 4% will be back to the LP and locked. We have

been listed on big cryptocurrency price tracker such as

CoinGecko, CoinMarketCap, CoinBase, Blockfolio, etc. 

Our BSC Contract is verified. We believe we are the first

token that named over fruits. The goal of this community

is financial freedom and wealth creation for the holders.

Make your dream comes true with the tastiest token in the

BSC, - BlackberryToken - 

Blackberry
token overview
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We have automatic-burn system that allow us to

reward the community and increasing the value

of the token in the same time (consequences of

less supply). 

50% of supply was instantly burned at the

launch. We are keep burning the supply as the

time goes by. The rest are circulating on the

market, marketing, and charity.

Blackberry Token prices are determined by

supply and demand basic of economy. THere is

a price tracker on our website. Hold and your

token will increase everyday.

Tokenomics 
and price
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Roadmap

BlacberryToken are thriving to

build a long-term, profitable and

healthy ecosystem and community

in Binance Smart Chain Network. 

Our goals in 2021 is to get listed in

other DEX market also partnering

with influencers to spread good

news about this token.

NFTs launch will be happening.

With Binance NFT Marketplace

that will be launched at 2021,

which we will be participating in.
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